Friday 8th July 2022

ASPIRE NEWSLETTER
A message from Mr Gaul
As we move into the final weeks of the year, it’s a time to look both
backward and forward. We have waved goodbye to our Year 11
students and celebrated with them. They have been a superb group of
young adults to work with and we wish them all well on the next stage
of their journeys into college and apprenticeships. They have set a very
high standard for Year 10 to follow.
Currently, Year 10 are facing up to the rigours and challenges of work
experience. On behalf of the school, I would like to thank all of the many
employers who take the time to provide our students with this brilliant
rite of passage. We look forward to seeing them return to school next
week with their tales of life in the adult world.
Looking forward, this week we welcomed our next generation of Year 7
students, bursting with energy and ready to take on the move to ‘big
school.’ We celebrated our successes last week on the sporting front
and hosted the Great Schools Trust poetry event amongst a wide
variety of activities.
At King’s Leadership Academy Hawthornes, it is about attending every
day, living out our Aspire Values and making the most of every moment
in school to become better versions of ourselves. We keep it going to
the very last moment of the year!

Peter Gaul
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Cross-Trust Poetry picnic
O
n a day filled with elegant, engaging
and elaborate poetry, how ironic that
the only thing the English teachers
could think all morning was “Rain, rain go
away…”
Despite the Cross Trust Poetry Picnic
starting with grey skies and ominous winds
the clouds appeared to part and make way
for a brief British summer when the
competing schools arrived.
Students from our Year 7 cohort in King’s
Hawthornes, Liverpool, Warrington and
Bolton were not just meeting in our
decorated courtyard for sandwiches and
cake. They had been tasked with
memorising a poem of their choice in the
preceding weeks and now was their chance
to perform to a full audience of their peers
and a special guest judge.
Calm and collected ahead of
their individual performances.
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Terry Caffrey is a renowned poet and writer.
According to Authors Abroad: “He likes to
make his workshops fun as well as
educational so the children can see that
reading and writing are positive experiences
which should be enjoyed by all.” Every single
word of that rang true last week.
Terry’s animated and amusing performances
of his own poetry immediately set the
students at ease and definitely inspired
some of the more exuberant performances
of the day.
After performing, Alfie from Year 7 said: “I
was nervous at first because there were so
many students there. I had to remember the
whole poem and try my hardest.
“Terry helped me not to feel nervous; I liked
the way he did his poems - they had a good
tune to them and I really enjoyed them.”
Terry wows the crowd with his eccentric and excited performance.

Congratulations to Warrington for taking first
place and well done to every single student
who took part. While we may have taken
second place in the competition, by all
accounts the level of respect and welcoming
hospitality on display from our students was
first-rate.

The welcoming party: Hawthornes students
greeting pupils from the rest of the trust.
Inspired: Two of our Year 7 students
emulating some of Terry’s moves.
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Going for Gold
t has been difficult to keep up with the
plethora of medals being waved about in
school over the past few weeks. Seeing
students from all year groups, medals
gleaming and faces glowing with pride, on
their way home from athletic events has
filled the school with an inescapable
positivity.

I

On Thursday 23rd June, our boys team
celebrated first place in the Bootle Athletics
Championship at Litherland Sports Park - a
huge accomplishment amid the high level of
competition.
Unstoppable: Hard work and reward
were themes throughout every event.

The following Thursday, yet another busload
of beribboned students returned from the
Sefton Schools Athletics Competitions
sporting a range of individual victories
around their necks.
No, we didn’t manage to win both events
(there’s always next time) but our students
were praised for their impeccable
sportsmanship in both the face of victory and
defeat.

After taking the gold in triple jump and
discus, Ryan in Year 9 described the
benefits of being part of such an exemplary
team: “It felt like as long as you put your best
effort in, you knew that everyone in the team
would put their best effort in to win their
events as well. As a group, everyone thought
that we wouldn’t win and Litherland would
win again.

“When we found out the gap between the
points everyone was made up!”
He added: “I’d never done it before and to go
to a triple jump event for the first time and
win it just made it feel even better. I was
nervous about getting my footing but as
soon as I did my practice jump the nerves
just went away and I let my skill take over.”

Celebrating with the rest of the team.
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EVERTON IN THE COMMUNITY
ports scientists and researchers will be
able to tell you all about the links
between sport and positive mental
health outcomes - but there’s nothing quite
like seeing those effects first hand.

S

I asked him about the trip - however, he was
beaming with delight when explaining the
benefits of the sessions and how much he
enjoyed seeing the stadium and pitch in real
life as opposed to the television screen.

Back in June, eight of our year 7 students
took a trip to Goodison Park as a celebration
of the hard work they’ve been putting in
during enrichment sessions that combine
sport, art and mental health awareness. The
group were treated to a tour of the ground
and took part in a number of activities.

About the enrichment sessions, he said: “I
like that it’s something a bit different. It’s not
just about your physical health because
when you are active it sends out endorphins.
When you’re sad and you do something
active, you can start to feel happy because
you’re out and about and breathing in fresh
air.”

Now, one of the boys is a huge rugby fan - a
fact he reminded me of multiple times when

A WEEK IN THE WORKING
WORLD FOR YEAR 10
b
ack in March, you may remember that a small group of our
Year 10 students had embarked on their first steps in the
world of work experience with the Sovini Group gaining
valuable insight into all aspects of the construction sector.

Well this week has seen us waving off the rest of Year 10 and
wishing them the best of luck in a riveting range of industries we’re looking forward to all of the stories and triumphant returns
next week.
Taylor, gaining experience within our very own English department
this week, said: “Everyone’s been looking forward to it, getting to
experience what it will be like after school has finished. I think we
were all a little bit nervous deep down. I’m looking forward to
building a bit more confidence in myself and just taking every
opportunity that gets thrown at me this week.”
A group of Year 10 students undertaking
their work experience back in March.
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Fond farewells For Year 11
he last few weeks in school have been a well-earned cause for celebration and relief (in
equal amounts) for Year 11. Closing the page on their final GCSE paper as well as their
time at King’s Leadership Academy Hawthornes led to an emotional final week of school.
The beaming smiles from the prom and ensuing tears from the leavers’ assembly the following
day were testament to the dedication and hard work of our Class of 2022.

T

Your attendance as supportive parents and carers at both events was greatly appreciated and
symbolic of the continued support and commitment throughout their educational journeys so
far.
The food and festivities organised at the Shankly Hotel culminated in a fitting and moving
send-off. We saw the students relax and rejoice following their greatest academic endeavours
so far and they’d earned every moment of it.
The best way to round off their time at Hawthornes has to be from hearing from the students
themselves. Here is just a short section of an essay on ‘Achievement’ written by Ruby in Year
11: “It is important to look back and reflect on our past achievements as it helps us grow. At the
end of Year 11, I see the person I have become and I am proud of my achievements in and out
of school - yet there is also a sense of excitement for the future.”
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